
 
 

 

MEDIA RELEASE 

 

The Scarborough Philharmonic Orchestra (SPO) is pleased to announce the February 4, 2017 release of 
Canadian Panorama (Cambria CD-1227), a new release of world premiere recordings by prominent, 
contemporary Canadian composers in celebration of Canada’s 150th birthday. This is the first 
commercial CD released by the SPO. 

The CD will be officially launched at a special concert February 4, 2017, 8 p.m. at the Salvation Army 
Scarborough Citadel, 2021 Lawrence Avenue East (at Warden), Scarborough, Ontario. Complimentary 
media admission is available. 

The recording features The Winds of the Scarborough Philharmonic Orchestra under the direction of 
Ronald Royer, with Sarah Jeffrey (oboe), Gabriel Radford (horn) and Kaye Royer (clarinet). Members of 
the Toronto Symphony Orchestra, Sarah Jeffrey (1st oboe) and Gabriel Radford (3rd horn) are married 
and are featured in Ronald Royer’s Rhapsody for Oboe, Horn and Wind Ensemble.  

The variety of musical styles and influences represented in the works featured on this recording reflect 
the rich diversity of contemporary Canadian composition and will appeal to a broad audience interested 
in classical music. Four works are commissions by the SPO for this recording project.  

Canadian culture, history or geography inspires each composition featured on this album. The 
compositions Fundy, Saturday Night at Fort Chambly and McIntyre Ranch Country are each inspired by  
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different regions of Canada and their local folksong traditions: the East Coast, Québec, and Alberta 
respectively. The new works Allemande and Whirligig illustrate the ways in which European classical 
music has inspired Canadian composers to create new, colourful works. Rhapsody and Travels with 
Mozart are inspired by the rich cultural diversity of Canada. And finally, Serenade pays tribute to 
Canada’s vibrant film industry and culture. 

This recording is distributed to the retail music trade (including digital formats) in North America by 
Naxos Distribution. For further information or to arrange interviews, contact Stephen Wilson, Executive 
Director, at 416-434-6846. Website: www.spo.ca. 

We gratefully acknowledge the support of FACTOR in the making of this recording. The CD launch 
concert is generously supported by FACTOR, the SOCAN Foundation, the Toronto Arts Council and the 
Ontario Arts Council. 

  

 

 

ABOUT THE SCARBOROUGH PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA 

Founded in 1980, the Scarborough Philharmonic Orchestra (SPO) is dedicated to enriching the musical 
life of the Greater Scarborough area, eastern Toronto and neighbouring regions, by presenting high-
quality musical performances that offer an enriching, affordable and convenient live entertainment 
experience. We support, encourage and mentor young musicians, and work to engage different 
communities within Scarborough. We perform, promote and commission Canadian music. 
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